
   In Cuban music history, the violin and its place is found in today's Timba 
bands. In salsa, we unfortunately only rarely hear this string instrument, and 
certainly never as a lead instrument. An exception is Susie Hansen. Her name is 
one all Salseros should be familiar with, because she recorded "La Salsa Nunca 
Se Acaba," one of the biggest salsa anthems of the 2000 decade. !
   If today many dancers are still convinced  that "La Salsa Nunca Se Acaba" is a 
Cuban song, I must unfortunately disappoint them here. Susie Hansen grew up 
in Chicago and undertook at six years of age her first steps on the violin. Her 
mentor was her father, who for 37 years played as a violinist in the Symphony 
Orchestra of Chicago.  She refined her game at the New England Conservatory 
in Boston, where she also studied jazz and bebop. !
   Susie Hansen discovered her love of Latin music in 1986 when she played 
with the Mambo All-Stars Express, lead by Victor Parra. After that, in 1989 she 
founded her own all-star band in Los Angeles with which she recorded her first 
album "Solo Flight" in 1993. With its ten-strong membership, the band can be 
found in the States at all major jazz festivals, and each year they play up to 200 
concerts. !
   This may explain why we had to wait almost seven years for her new album. 
The other reason is simply that good things take time. The previous CD, "The 
Salsa Never Ends," with the aforementioned giant hit, set the bar very high. This 
I want to tell you in advance -- the new CD sets the bar even a bit higher.  There 
might not be a big hit that will eclipse all others on this album, but there are four 
or five great numbers that will surely inspire the dancers. !
   What distinguishes the album for me beside the dance music pearls is their 
way of playing Salsa. There is, of course, the violin, which makes a difference as 
an instrument, but consider also the band’s understanding of harmonies and 
melodies. This CD is just beautiful! It contains so many beautiful melodies that 
marry themselves to the salsa, Latin jazz, charanga or Cha-Cha-Cha. This
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marriage and the resulting harmonies are like a thread through the entire album, and is what makes it so 
unique. We Europeans will especially love it.  Another feature is how they uniquely interpret US American 
classics and jazz standards, and sing some songs in English, which gives the album a very personal touch. !
   The CD opens with the title song and the first big hit. "Representante de la Salsa" has the tools to be the 
successor of "La Salsa Nunca Se Acaba," and we will certainly hear this piece in the coming months.  The 
song opens with the violin and at once the swing begin. Even if the pace is rather high at 99bpm, it generally 
radiates no hectic pace. The beautiful, rousing melody, which is carried by the piano and accompanied by 
the violin, lets the dancers glide light-footed across the dance floor. A very beautiful solo by Susie Hansen on 
the violin. !
  It continues to drive with "Te Quiero, Te Amo," and this one should not be missed. The fast start belies the 
rather romantic title, but there’s a very fine arrangements here and I like the lead vocals very much.  At this 
point a true powerhouse of speed follows. It’s a cover of the hit "Vehicle" by the Ides of March, mixed with 
the later Timba version by Carlos Oliva. The result is a fireworks display which is sung in English and 
Spanish.  Then they lead us in a workout of about 8 minutes with "Frank Sinatra Cha-Cha-Cha," four great 
standards of US American jazz that puts us back in the 50s and 60s. !
   "No Te Metas Conmigo" is one of my favorites because I especially like Charanga. Very nice here is the 
interaction of the clave with the piano and the strings, as well as the solo flute, which just grabs you as a 
dancer!  In general, this piece heralds the second half of the CD, which belongs to a large degree to the 
dancers.  There is the instrumental Latin jazz Mambo "Si No Contigo" with its beautiful solos, a song for the 
late hours.  The romantic salsa "Si Me Vas A Querer" with its catchy refrain, and the faster "I Want to Love 
You," are also represented. Appropriately, they really crack it once again at the end with the "Y Sigue 
Pensando" hit, a worthy conclusion to an album that enchants me.!!
! Recommendation: A must.       Category:  Salsa -> Dura


